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Screnock Campaign: Adds the Champion Group to Campaign Team
Luke Hilgemann and Sean Lansing will serve as campaign’s General Consultants
(Reedsburg, Wis.) – The Screnock for Justice Campaign announced Monday it has hired the
Champion Group to serve as the campaign’s General Consultant for Wisconsin’s 2018
Supreme Court race.
“The team at the Champion Group provides our campaign with more than a decade of
experience in Wisconsin state and local elections,” said Sauk County Circuit Court Judge
Michael Screnock. “As we ramp up our efforts and continue to build a diverse coalition of
support from across the state, their track record of success in Wisconsin will only help us
continue to build momentum and spread our message to voters who believe in the rule of
law.”
“Judge Screnock is a lifelong Wisconsin resident with a record of upholding the law that is
second to none in next year’s Supreme Court race,” said Hilgemann. “We could not be more
excited to work for a judicial candidate who embodies honesty, integrity and fairness and
who will under no circumstances legislate from the bench,” said Lansing.
Judge Michael Screnock was appointed to the Sauk County Circuit court in 2015 and ran
unopposed for election in 2016. He has enjoyed the privilege of serving his hometown in
this capacity, and is particularly proud of the work Sauk County's Drug Court has
accomplished since its inception last year.
Judge Screnock provides a unique perspective that will be a tremendous asset to the state’s
highest court. He earned his undergraduate degree in mathematics from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, and received an MBA from Eastern College in Pennsylvania. He worked
as a city administrator and as a finance director in the cities of Reedsburg, Washburn, and
Ashland, Wisconsin before deciding to go back to the University of Wisconsin-Madison to
pursue his Juris Doctor. He worked at Michael Best & Friedrich prior to becoming a judge.
Judge Michael Screnock lives in Reedsburg with his wife. They have three adult children.
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